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• Turn the heat
In the bathroom with your partner, both of you are already in
the mood, so you are already feeling a kind of cold so if the
shower turns out to be more cold, it might not be good for a
better climax and a good start.

So for that reason, you may choose to warm the shower a bit,
the heat will contribute to your arousal. This method can be
suitable for anybody but the choice is yours, just choose the
one that will trigger your urge more and not the one that will
calm you.



• Get a shower lube

A shower lube is very nice if you can afford that,

Because it will make your shower sex so enjoyable.

Shower lube helps in changing of styles in terms of sex

and it will make your bathing last more longer due to

the fun you will be getting from it.



• Place a shower mat that is not slippery.

Shower mat in a bathroom is very important for it will

prevent you from falling or incurring hurts, especially

your legs. But make sure it's not a kind of mat that will

skip off your legs. Hey a non-slip shower mat for an easy

and memorable shower sex.



• Get rid of any sort that will cause harm.

Get rid of dirt's and oil that can cause you harm. You

can easily fall in the shower if you are not carefully on

the things that you allow there. But you can be able to

get rid of dirt's, oil or other harmful things that will hurt,

apart from that your shower sex will be awesome.



• Try bathing your partner romantically.

You both can do exchange. You bath him and he bath

you, from there the urge will be increasing making your

shower sex easier and faster.



• Wash out the soap lather.

Too much may not be good to you or your partner

because you may get distracted while trying to

concentrate. So it's better you remove some lather so it

doesn't get too much.



• Start with hugging and kissing. ( Foreplay)

You can start with hugging and kissing each other. Get

busy with some long romancing so that your shower sex

life will take another dimension. You won't just entered

and Start having shower sex. One thing leads to another.

So start with foreplay then enter into the new game.



• Do not focus on penetration.

Do not focus on penetration. Penetration is not actually

the point while in shower. You will consider other

means of having sex before penetration. It is mainly the

stage before Washing off finally.



• Consider your legs position.

Be mindful of your legs position so as not to miss steps

and fall off. Know when you are not balanced, so that

you can shift and get comfortable. When you are

comfortable, your partner will also be comfortable too.



• Change the position of the shower heads.

Change the position of the shower heads so that it

doesn't face directly on your face and heads. Your

shower heads should be facing your back, legs and not

the face and head to avoid disturbance in breathing.


